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Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell
Everything a player needs to adventure in the Forgotten Realms, the most popular setting in
the D&D "RM" game can be found right here: history, maps, non-player characters, geography,
economics, societies, organizations, religions, politics, monsters, magic items, spells even
a start-up adventure in the Realms!

Nephandum
The City of Towers launches a brand new novel line set in the world of Eberron, Wizards of
the Coast’s newest D&D® campaign setting. Author Keith Baker’s proposal for the exciting
world of Eberron was chosen from 11,000 submissions, and he is the co-author of the Eberron
Campaign Setting, the RPG product that launched the setting. The Eberron world will continue
to grow through new roleplaying game products, novels, miniatures, and electronic games.
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AUTHOR BIO: Keith Baker is a freelance writer and game designer. In 2003 his proposal for the
world of Eberron was selected as the winner in the Wizards of the Coast fantasy setting
search. From the Paperback edition.

Dance of the Dead
Set during the events of the cult-classic book, Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell sees players
delve into the world of English magic, developing their talents and expanding their social
reach as they aim to become the most celebrated magician of the age.Take on the role of an
aspiring magician, including the titular characters Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell
themselves, and start down the path to greatness. Build up your power and status by traveling
across Europe and London, performing feats of magic, and attending social engagements. The
most celebrated magician will face the gentleman with the thistle-down hair, but only the
strongest will defeat him.Number of Players: 2 - 4Ages: 14+Playing Time: 60 - 80
minutesComponents: Map of Europe, 4 Magician boards, 4 Player markers, Fairy marker, 12 Cards
of Marseilles, social engagements, character cards, feats of magic, and moreFormat: Bookstyle

The Evolution of Fantasy Role-Playing Games
I, Strahd
This volume is the final output of a project started in 2013 on the occasion of the fortieth
anniversary of the Scandinavian Section of the University of Milan. A group of scholars
working on different European and non-European cultural and literary traditions come together
here to discuss the relationships between their areas of study and the Nordic countries. The
range of the contributions expands over time and space, from the Middle Ages to the present
day, from Poland in the east to the United States in the west, across various European
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countries. Through various kinds of expertise and different perspectives, this intercultural
discourse deals with diverse themes, including the perception of Nordic culture(s) by foreign
writers as well as the image of other cultures in Scandinavian works. In particular, the
literary and cultural interchange of models and ideas between the North and other areas is
investigated in a number of essays devoted to numerous authors, including, among others,
Klaus Böldl, Carmen de Burgos, Carlo Emilio Gadda, Gerhart Hauptmann, Henrik Ibsen, Stieg
Larsson, Carl von Linné, Rainer Maria Rilke, J.D. Salinger, Henryk Sienkiewicz, Mme de Staël,
August Strindberg, and Tomas Tranströmer.

Whispers of the Vampire's Blade
Dragons from the distant past gather to engulf the world of Krynn in war.

Ed Greenwood Presents Elminster's Forgotten Realms
Come join the adventure in Symbaroum, the acclaimed Swedish roleplaying game! Explore the
vast Forest of Davokar in the hunt for treasure, lost wisdom and eternal fame. Visit the
barbarian clans to trade or to plunder their treasuries. Establish a base of power among
princes, guilds or rebellious refugees in the capital city of Yndaros. Or survive encounters
with Arch Trolls, dark-minded Blight Beasts and undead warlords. But whatever you do, never
ignore the warnings spoken by the wardens of the forest: tread carefully and do not disturb
the ruins of old, for the dark deep of Davokar is about to awaken. Made in Sweden

13th Age RPG
Ancient cosmic terror looms over your
compatible with any d20 setting. Five
Disease, Madness, Blood, Darkness and
about to take over your campaign! The

campaign in this lavishly illustrated d20 book, fully
dark entities rule over five different aspects of fear:
Savagery. They lurk in Nephandum, and now they are
GM can freely choose the preferred degree of influence
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and the style of play. Be prepared to face your worst fears and start a thrilling journey
that will lead you into the darkest reaches of this dynamic campaign setting. Things will
never be the same again!

Defilers and Preservers
This is the first entry-level accessory for use with the new D&D game. It provides a minicampaign world where the Dungeon Masters can set their various adventure modules. The product
also describes the player characters' village and the key people they meet, and the setting
can be transferred to any world players choose. Map.

Bridges to Scandinavia
Presents guidelines for creating characters in the popular role playing game, from brave
fighters to wily rogues, and includes each character class's list of feats, weapons, armor,
and adventuring gear.

Shadows of the Last War
Dragons of Autumn Twilight
This full-length adventure for the newest D&D campaign setting showcases manyof the most
unique traits of the Eberron setting.

Heroes of the Fallen Lands
Stars Without Number is a science fiction role-playing game inspired by the Old School
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Renaissance and the great fantasy and science-fiction games of the seventies and eighties. *
Compatible with most retroclone RPGs * Helps a GM build a sandbox sci-fi game that lets the
players leave the plot rails to explore freely * World building resources for creating systemneutral planets and star sectors * 100 adventure seeds and guidelines for integrating them
with the worlds you've made * Old-school compatible rules for guns, cyberware, starships, and
psionics * Domain rules for experienced characters who want to set up their own colony,
psychic academy, mercenary band, or other institution

City of Towers
Provides guidance and fresh angles to the Dungeons & dragons game Eberron.

Monstrous Compendium - Planescape
Four Against Darkness is a solitaire dungeon-delving game that may also be played
cooperatively. No miniatures are needed. All you need is this book, a pencil, two dice, and
grid paper. Choose four characters from a list of classic types (warrior, wizard, rogue,
halfling, dwarf, barbarian, cleric, elf), equip them, and venture into dungeons created by
dice rolls and your own choices. You will fight monsters, manage resources, grab treasure,
dodge traps, find clues, and even accept quests from the monsters themselves. Your characters
will level up, becoming more powerful with each game IF THEY SURVIVE.

I, Strahd
"Player's Handbook 2 is the most significant expansion to the 4th edition Dungeons & Dragons
game. This companion to the 'Player's handbook' core rulebook introduces the primal power
source, which draws on the spirits that preserve and sustain the world. This book includes
four classes tied to the primal power source: the barbarian, the druid, the shaman, and the
warden. It also presents four new arcane and divine classes: the avenger, the bard, the
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invoker, and the sorcerer"--Back cover.

Delta Green - Handler's Guide
When the riverboat on which she works as a dancer docks at a zombie-plagued island known as
Sourange, Larissa Snowmane must rely on the help of the swamp creatures to save her soul.

Eberron
A night of eternal terror. A world ruled by fear and horror. Vampires who command the night.
Shapeshifters who prowl the forests. Eldritch ghouls and undead skeletons who prey upon a
fearful populace. If ever a world needed heroes, it is the world of Ravenloft.

Forgotten Realms Campaign Guide
Tracing the evolution of fantasy gaming from its origins in tabletop war and collectible card
games to contemporary web-based live action and massive multi-player games, this book
examines the archetypes and concepts within the fantasy gaming genre alongside the roles and
functions of the game players themselves. Other topics include: how The Hobbit and The Lord
of the Rings helped shape fantasy gaming through Tolkien’s obsessive attention to detail and
virtual world building; the community-based fellowship embraced by players of both play-bypost and persistent browser-based games, despite the fact that these games are fundamentally
solo experiences; the origins of gamebooks and interactive fiction; and the evolution of
online gaming in terms of technological capabilities, media richness, narrative structure,
coding authority, and participant roles.

Stars Without Number (Perfect Bound)
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This 128-page spiral-bound journal features a striking cover image by fantasy artist Brom.
The painting, Miss Muffet, depicts a sexy, grown-up version of the character, in skintight
black and red, seated on a sepulchral marble "tuffet," watching as a black widow spider
descends next to her.

The Vanderbeekers Lost and Found
Eberron Player's Guide
As they look forward to the New York City Marathon in which their friend Mr. B. will run, the
Vanderbeeker children learn that one of their good friends is homeless.

Thunder Rift
The complete guide to building Eberron(R) characters. The Eberron Player's Guide presents the
film noir world of Eberron from the point of view of the adventurer exploring it. This
product includes everything a player needs to create their character for a D&D(R) campaign in
the Eberron setting, including new feats, new character powers, new paragon paths and epic
destinies, and even a new 4th edition version of a classic Eberron class: the Artificer!

5th Edition Adventures - Player's Guide to Aihrde
288 page hardcover by Bruce R. Cordell

Forgotten Realms
On the fabled world of Krynn, Lord Soth finally learns that there is a price to pay for his
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long history of evil deeds, a price even an undead warrior might find horrifying. Dark powers
transport Soth to Barovia, and there the death knight must face the dread minions of Count
Strahn Von Zarovich, the vampire lord of the nightmare land. But with only a captive Vistani
woman and an untrustworthy ghost for allies, Lord Soth soon discovers that he may have to
join forces with the powerful vampire if he is ever to escape the realm of terror. Knight of
the Black Rose is the second in an open-ended series of Gothic horror tales dealing with the
masters and monsters of the Ravenloft dark fantasy setting.

Open Grave
Some of the parchment pages were the color of cream, thick and substantial, made to last
many, many lifetimes. Other pages were thin and desiccated, positively yellow from age, and
crackled alarmingly as Van Richten turned them over. There were no ornate illuminations, no
fussy borders, only lines of plain text in hard black ink. The flowing handwriting was a bit
difficult to follow at first; the writer's style of calligraphy had not been in common use
for three hundred years. No table of contents, but from the dates it looked to be some kind
of history. He turned to the first page and read: I, Strahd, Lord of Barovia, well aware
certain events of my reign have been desperately misunderstood by those who are better at
garbling history than recording it, hereby set down an exact record of those events, that the
truth may at last be known . . . . He caught his breath. By all the good gods, a personal
journal?

Symbaroum
(The original SKU was solicited as "5th Edition Archives Vol.2", but unfortunately, there was
an error at the printer and the SKU used needs to be updated to this information.) The
Players Guide to Aihrde unleashes a plethora of new gaming material for the 5th Edition of
the world's most popular role playing game. Though created as a companion to the long selling
world of Aihrde source book, The Codex of Aihrde, the Players Guide is designed for use in
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any setting or homebrew game. Within you'll find -- Demi-Human Classes: Dwarf, Elf, Goblin,
Gnome & Halfling --- New Equipment include primitive Guns, Cannon and more -- New Spells for
All Classes -- Gods and the Powers they Bequeath -- More Guilds. Expand your understanding of
the world and the game. Made in the USA.

Dungeons & dragons. Dark sun ambientazione
Provides information on the origins, tactics, myths, and lairs of a variety of undead
creatures and threats encountered in the game of Dungeons and Dragons.

Four Against Darkness
This full-length adventure for the newest D&D( campaign setting is designed to showcase many
of the most unique traits of the Eberron realm.

Knight of the Black Rose
Offers a comprehensive description of the Forgotten Realms, one of the most well known
Dungeons & Dragons campaign settings.

Ravenloft
I, STRAHD: MEMOIRS OF A VAMPIRE details a handsome and ambitious young man, his rise to
power, and his fall from grace into the most profane depths of the human soul.

Al-Qadim
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Player's Handbook 2
Darkwerks
13th Age is the highly-anticipated new rules-light fantasy RPG from two legendary game
designers - Jonathan Tweet and Rob Heinso of Dungeons & Dragons fame, combining an old-school
approach with indie story game design. Players take the roles of fortune-seeking adventurers
in a world where powerful individuals called Icons pursue goals that may preserve an ancient
empire, or destroy it.. By defining each characters relationship to the Icons, along with a
rich background and a trait that makes him or her unique in the world, 13th Age lays the
groundwork for epic stories that emerge through play.
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